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Heschel Relates Spirit,
Uniqueness of Humanity
by Norman Marcovski

• Approximately
three hundred
people gathered in Goodwin Thea"'Who is Man?' is a problem, tre last Monday to hear Dr. Hesnot a question. A question Is an chel, who is lecturing at the Union
act of the intellect motivated by Theological Seminary during this
ignorance. A problem involves the academic year. A reception for
whole individual in a living situa- religion majors and guests was
tion." This problem,
"Who Is held after the lecture, where an
Man?", was the theme of a lecture interesting discussion ensued.
given by Rabbi Abraham J. Heschel of the Jewish Theological
Rather than offering an answer
Seminary in the December collo- at the end of his lecture as to
quium of the religion department who man is, Dr. Heschel offered
last Monday,
various insights on how the problem can be approached. "How to
channel our wondering about man
is
in
itself a
problem",
he said. "We must ask the
proper questions, for the choice
of these questions about man determines the path of the search."

Fund Totals
$3,474,000,
Half of Goal

The capital gifts
campaign
launched November 4 to raise
$2,200,000 in the Greater Hart' ford area to match the Ford Foundation grant of $2,200,000, has
reached $1,072,565.
This was disclosed Thursday by
the co-chairman of the Hartford
phase of the campaign, Lyman
B. Brainerd, '30, vice chairman
of the Board of Trustees and president of the Hartford Steam Boiler
and Inspection Co., and Ostrom
Enders, life trustee and chairman
of the Hartford National Bank and
Trust Co. They said that If the
present rate of giving continues
into the early months of 1966,
the College's Greater Hartford
campaign will be an outstanding
success.
Meanwhile, Henry S. Beers, '18,
life trustee and former head of
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies,
who is national chairman of the
fund effort, reported that the overall figure
in the campaign to match
; „ , F o r d ch aUenge is now
$3,474,000. Under the Foundation's
terms. The College must raise a
total of $6,600,000 before July 1,
1968, in o r d e r tQ q u a l i t y f o r t h e
full Pord gift of $2,200,000.
+ «t°8;°,00 h a s a l r e a d y been contributed by Greater Hartford corporations, which have made early
decisions with respect to gifts,
and about $240,000 has come from
local alumni of the College.

Too often, he continued, the question "Who Is Man?" brings answers
like "Man is an animal", or "Man
is simply a machine". "It is very
interesting to see that a question
about man gives us what is mechanical or animal about man not what is human about him."
"The problem of man assumes
in its discussion that something is
at stake in being," he added. "What
is meant by being human? I am
born a human being, but I must
acquire his being human."
"It is this, his spiritual element
which vies for attention which it
is not given," asserted Dr. Heschel. "Too often we generalize
about man, use statistics in which
he is insignificant. Who is the
'average man?' I have never met
him. We are searching for a way
to live by, not a classification."

FIRST SNOWFALL of the winter covers the entire Quad. {Ed, note: Snow covers the Long
Walk as well as the Quad. No walks were shoveled because the snow fell on the weekend.)
(Rosenblatt Photo)

Bunnies Not to Replace Washington,
Trin Debators Calm Wes Sex Mania
by Richmond Hendee
The excuse, of course, was the
snow. It was the first one and
so quick and unsuspected and the
bitter cold and all.
But never the less, ten rousing
spectators made it to the TrinityWesleyan PLAYBOY bunny debate

Key to Student's Actions
Is-Seen As Conscience

The extent of a student protestor's "actions should be governed by his own sense of conscience, according to three faculty
who considered the topic "Civil
Disobedience and Student Demonstrations."
Murray S. Stedman, chairman of
the government department; Norton Downs, professor of history;
and Kenneth W. Cameron, associate professor of English, presented their views on this topic
at a forum sponsored by the Young
Democrats Club Thursday evening
in McCook Auditorium,
Dr. Stedman noted that while the
Stan Brakhage, noted "under- law attempts to regulate the exground" film expert, will speak tent of protest action, the true
in the Goodwin Theatre, Thursday . limiting factor should be a per• at 7:30 p.m. on the subject of son's own sense of conscience.
Poetry on film.
Both Drs. Downs and Cameron
Mr. Brakhage, who has made agreed with this position. However,
more than forty films, many of Dr. Cameron observed, student
which have been completely silent, protestors "must be prepared to
considers himself to be a poet take the consequences" for any
above everything else,, and began of their actions.
making sixteen milimeter films
The professors also tended to
solely for their artistic effects. agree that faculties are not really
In Ms novel, "Metaphors oh V i - able to participate in student
sion Mr. Brakhage stated, "I be- demonstrations. The disparity in
gin to feel that all history, all age and experience between youth
™ ' and all that I would have as and their elders is simply enough
material with which to work would to prevent faculty members from
nave to come from inside of me, throwing their support behind sturather than some form imposed dent demonstrations, noted Dr.
Irom
the outside in. I had the Cameron.
concept of everything radiating
Dr. Downs stated that it is "lucky
out
of me, and the more person- faculties and administrations have
al or egocentric I would become, stayed out of these things," Fac. me deeper I would reach, and the ulties, he added, are not indifmore I would touch those univer- ferent ., to the things being prosal concerns which involve all tested. "Faculties should and do
men."
•
let their opinions flow rather

Stan Brakhage
To Show Films

Ml"1*

freely," he stated.
Dr. Stedman quoted a recent
newspaper article which held that
youth is not a subculture of Am• erican society but actually a culture in itself.
"Most of the faculty is unhappy
with the state of the world," observed' Dr. Stedmaa Yet faculties cannot confine their attention to the Vietnamese question.
They are interested in other matters, also.
Dr. Downs felt that there is much
social injustice in this country
outside the area of civil rights.
While it is "a lot of sort of small
stuff," the matter is something
which should be deait with. Student demonstrations in this area
would help, he stated.
The professors voiced differing
opinions on the question of whether they supported the government's policy in Vietnam. While
he remarked that he. is not sure
what the American policy is, Dr.
Downs said the United States should
"get out of Vietnam as fast as
possible with dignity." "But that's
impossible," he went on ..."So
where are you?"
Dr. Cameron stated that he has
faith in the "wisdom in Washington"' to shape American policy. The use of force and the continual extention of peace feelers,
he felt, is the best policy.
Dr. Stedman said his opinion
was outlined in a recent advertise-ment in the NEW YORK TIMES.
In the discussion Dr. Stedman'
stated that he is tending to. view
pacifism with increasing favor.

Saturday afternoon and laughed
the horae*team to an inconclusive
victory.
.
:
The argument concerned the dollar bill. Washington is on the
dollar bill. The dollar bill is a
representation of the people. The
people are no longer Interested
in Washington; the people are interested in sex and things. Sex
is represented by the . Playboy
bunny. Thus the Playboy Bunny
should replace Washington on the
dollar bill.
Against this seemingly relentless
barrier, the Trinity debaters were
obliged to fling their argument...
. "We're with Washington." .
Wesleyan's opening comments
seemed rather weak support of
the proposed change. ChuckHollen
and Willaim Selwaumn criticized
Washington's long, powder-white
hair; contemplated whether "Father of our country" meant "made"
the most girls; and pointed at the
corrupt government which the new
symbol would represent. Besides
citing such sources as Billy Sol
Estes and Walter Jenkins,
the -

Wesleyan boys quoted a sign on
the White House lawn: "Danger,
Trespassers will be violated."
When Paul Stein and Pat Duckworth, the home team, took over,
their first cut was into Wesleyan
rather than Wesleyan's argument:
"Say, frosh," a Trinity upperclassman was over-heard saying,
"do you know how to saveadrownIng Wesleyan student?"
"No, I don't" answered the freshman.
"Good," said the upper-class man.
Then Trinity pointed out that
Washington seriously looked better
with his hair than without it, that
the PLAYBOY bunny was, indeed,
an animal, and that even at that,
it was a private symbol and copying it would be unconstitutional.
Since Wesleyan had sited Akron,
Ohio - the rubber capital of the
world - as one of its debators
home's, Trinity nonchalantly declared Washington, D.C. as one
of its and declared that Washington was the place that kept Akron
in business.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Cost High, Attendance Low
For Upper classmen Meals
Last Tuesday and Thursday Up-- two groups of students. These are
perclassmen - Faculty Dinners 'the students who did not'wish to
pay. the additional charge, and
were held in Hamlin Hall.
Although attendance at the Up- those who did not feel that the
perclassmen Dinners had pre- upperclassmen should be asked to
viously numbered about 100, each bear the additional expense. It Is
of these two dinners served only reported that this second group
about 25. This 75% drop in volume did not show up because it wished
is attributed primarily to the $.25 to impress the administration with
increase in the dinner's price. its resentment at the additional
The College and Saga Food Ser- charg-e, and thus to force the'advice had agreed prior to these ministration to pay the charge.
two dinners that an additional
charge for serving students in . The Upperclassmen-Faculty DinHamlin Hall was necessary. Thus, ners began in response to dethere was a $.25 Increase in charge mands by independant upperclassover the usual'$1.40. This $1.40 men for a place to dine other
charge Is being maintained in the than the Freshman Dining HalL
Freshman Dining HalL
Upperclassmen have been en ting
The decrease in attendance in Hamlin one night per week
seemed to stem primarily from as an experimental plan.
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Brakhage Revisited
•vlv.\\v.v.".v

(The following article is an
excerpt from an article liy duy
Davenport for the tenth anniversary- issue of the, NATIONAL RFMEV,, copyright. NATIONAL AV-I/A'H, Inc. l''t,,l.
Mr. Davenport, Pound scholar
and Creek translator, Is a
professor of English at the
University of, Kentucky, lie
has hi own Stun Hrakhagc for
ahoul jour years.)

/•'.

STAN BRAKHAGE

moonshod hooves
by Doug Cushman

OVer a beer we talk of leaving. Berkley has a fine cinema
department someone says. Columbia's near where things are
going on, and all the time everyone knows that no one knows, that
no one can do anything. The some-.
thing- that makes someone stay
makes us more Into ourselves,
and talk degenerates Into noises
about girls, and next weekend,
and finally lno the hysterics or
silence of helplessness.
Some of us can leave or are
made to leave or sink Into an
apathy of couldn't-carelessness,
but most give up, at least while
they're here, and their bitterness
Is great.
And things are . better for the
artist at Trinity than they were
during Albee's time, but the basic
alienation remains for most of
us. And this -alienation Is not
unique at Trinity, or at universities or colleges generally but
is found throughout society. Yet
a college Is a place where an
artist should be able to find refuge
to explore. And Trinity Is no
refuge,
The reasons for this failure are
many, and not all of them are
Trinity's fault. But the fact remains that Trinity Is falling. And
certain things can be done, such
as, (1) A curriculum that offers
more outlets for the creative person; More courses in such things
as dramatic and cinematic technique. Playwrights have no opportunity to learn to use a stage.
Such things as student productions
are a very promising beginning,
if the faculty does not stop them
in favor of fewer more spectacular ones, which are very nice to
look at and all but teach little
more than what can be learned
in smaller productions. This is
not to say we should abandon the

J

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks
243 Zion Street,
Open Seven
Days a Week

large productions. They serve
their purpose of teaching set building techniques, and they brin."
publicity to the College, but greater emphasis should be placed" on
such things as BlllBartman'splay.
(2) A curriculum that is less
regimented for the artist. Give
him fewer exams and more work
on his own, under a knowledgable
artist or writer. What I am suggesting here is a tutorial system,
perhaps for the third and fourth .
year for certain select Individuals.
We already have a very capable
faculty. Give them a chance to use
their skills.
There are two arguments against
such a proposal. The first concerns credits, or more precisely,
the lack of them. But this could
be overcome by having the artist's
tutor assign grades after certain
periods. The studenl would already
know how he stands, and this would
just formalize his knowledge.
The second argument against
would center around the fact that
an artist would get special privileges. But engineers and certain
science majors get special privileges already. Why not an artist?
What I am proposing, then, is
a creative arts major, the first
two years spent in general requirements, and the last two under
a special tutor or faculty member
who would assign reading and projects.
- The structure of such an interdepartment major could be modeled on the Honors College at
Wesleyan.

Mr. Melody
(Clark Denslow)

When the poet Stan Brakhage ...
turned to the camera, American
art moved in a wholly new direction, opening possibilities already
exploited by European (e.g. Alain
Resnais) and some hundred American practitioners of the Experimental Film. Brakhage, a tall
Kansan who reminds one of a
pony express scout, began his
career, after trylngvarious modes
of film work, with a startling and
beautiful movie called "Anticipation of the Night." There had been
nothing like It before; here was
an architectonic film, built up
like a lyric poem, image after
image, as different from a moving picture as an ode of Keats
from a play. The images are,
like those of the decade's painting, banal and everyday; lawns,
parks, chldren, streets. The eye
of Brakhage, though, is an instrument that sees in as many ways
as, say, all the seeing skills of
all the Impressionist painters. So
that the dullness of our eyes
falls away, and for the first time
we see street lamps and playing
children as we've never seen them
before,
No artist wants to be judged by
such technicalities, yet the artist
is the sensibility that gives us
what we have. El Greco gave us
clouds; the American."touristhelplessly looks at the Paris of Utrillo;
all Is pattern and the artist is
the maker. Not since D.W. Griffith educated all American eyes
to see cinematographically has a
different pattern of eyesight been
offered us, and Brakhage, praise
be, Is the offerer. From "Anticipation, forward Brakliage has
delved, sharpened, explored -- it
Is hard to say just what he does
with a camera. Unlike the work of
his colleagues (the best. of whom
are Kenneth Anger, chronicler of
the motorcycle berserkers, and
Gregory Markopoulos, who transposes myths into tensely wrought
psychological poems on film).
Brakhage's films cannot be cate-

gorized as to style or subject
matter. He Is as likely to photograph nature's reclamation of his
dead dog, shooting a little month
after month until winter snow and
spring flowers have made an elegy
as beautiful as any literature has
yet achieved, as see Ills chldren
playing and create a ballet that,
is capable surely, of raising the
ghost of Lewis Carroll.
Brakhage's masterpiece thus far
is a film that can only be compared to a long and infinitely detailed poem about nature or man
in nature, or man and woman aiv]
children. Ovid's "Metamorphosis," say, or Joyce's multipleimaged, punning manner. The film,
"Dog Star Man," can either be seen
in a version an hour and eighteen
minutes long, in which the images
are sometimes two-and three-ply,
or in a four-and-a-half-hour version called "The Art of Vision",

in which the reels are shown in
all their possible combinations.
Every technique of cinematography
has been enlisted in this extraordinarily dramatic film; dramatic
in spite of its maker's turning
away from plot, acting, and all
that we think is necessary for a
film. The themes that he evokes
are Immemorial: love, death, the
family, the man of action. His
evocations, however, are from
angles of consideration that we
are unused to, and we are carefully awakened from cliche and the
dully familiar. American art has
had four great masterpieces:
"Moby Dick," "Leaves of Grass,"
"The Cantos of Ezra Pound," and
Brakhage's "Dog Star Man." Each
is typically diffuse, each is made^
in a new and inimitable form,
each turns out to be, upon analysis
and understanding, structurally
clear and magnificent.

Brass Rubbings Shown
By Smithsonian In Wean
All those who have not yet had
a cliance to see the brass rubbings
in the Wean Lounge should make
a special point to do so before
leaving for vacation. Included in
this exhibit of 34 rubbings from
memorials in various medieval
churches In England Is a small
survey of changes within the societies of Chaucer and Shakespeare.
Of particular interest in the exhibit are the effigies of Sir John
D'Abernon in chain mail with
enameled shiled on arm and hold-

ing a lance found In Surry in
1277, the oldest brass In the exhibition; Sir Thomas Bulley, K.G.,
father of Anne Boleyn, 1538; and
Thomas Chaucer, in armor, sonof
Geoffrey Chaucer, 1434.
- The rubbings are taken from
brass plates used as commemorative monuments for noted personages buried under the floors
of churches. The plates were then
duplicated on paper with a heelball made of beeswax, tallow and
lamp black.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Trousers
• Special This Week
• One Day Service

29* •

• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday

9:30-1:00

Van
Winkle

Invites you to come and
see our large* selection of
musical instruments, accessories, and music.
Trades — Repair
Instruction
MELODY
MUSIC COMPANY
147 Asylum St.
Hartford
Tel. 247-4588

—Your Campus
Representative

527^444
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OCS Stiffer
Eastern Students Evaluating
On Applicants Teaching of Faculty Members
The Officer Programs Officer
of the U.S. Navy in New York,
in a memorandum to college placement officers has noted that during the past six months "there
has been a definite increase in
interest In all officer programs."
Because of these "staggering"
increases, there have been a
number of repercussions, he added. Processing time for each application has increased to between
ten and twelve weeks, and strict
rules are being enforced on the
times and places for appointments
for interviews and examinations.
In general, he said, competition
for officer programs "has become
extremely stiff* with openings
available only for the most "outstanding" applicants.

Students at several Ivy League therefore, will not figure in on
colleges are evaluating the teach- tenure decisions until about 1969.
ing of faculty members. These
The tentative date for Institution
colleges include Williams and Wes- of the procedure is January 1966.
leyan in addition to Cornell, City
At Williams, Phi Beta Kappa,
College of New York, Princeton members are planning to draw up a
and Yale.
report on the junior faculty, which
The Wesleyan ARGUS of Decem- will be submitted to the adminiber 3 reports that the junior faculty stration and senior faculty memthere has given "nearly unanimous bers, as a guide tor future tenure
support" to a proposal made by a decisions.
student committee for regular stuThe report will not be made
dent evaluation of courses.
available to the student body.
Phi Beta Kappa President Willard
The junior faculty also suggested
that students should be given the Spiegelman '66 has described the
chance to evaluate the teaching project as "an attempt to describe
they have received several years the efficacy of classroom presentation and general competence
after their graduation.
The proposed system would en- of the members of each departable all Wesleyan students to ment."
draw up critiques of courses and
The report will be either a written
teaching performances. Such cri- memorandum or an oral presentatiques would then provide every tion to the committee on Appointinstructor with a critical analysis ments.
of the quality of his teaching. They
Williams President John E, Sawwould, In addition, provide a source yer is quoted in the Williams RECof information on student opinion, ORD of November 23 as saying
For those students staying some which would be available to persons that the matter of granting tenure
portion of the Christmas vaca- directly Involved in tenure and pro- is "basically a faculty choice."
iion at the College, several cul- motion decisions.
He added, however, that "We do
tural opportunities will be offered. • The junior faculty feels, however, not "want to subject a new faculty
Robert Conant will perform on that such critiques cannot betaken member to a popularity contest,
the harpsichord at Gray Hall in to be representative of student but there is a possibility that Phi
South Church. The Fine Arts opinion until there is a three to Beta Kappa may have a chance to
Foundation of Connecticut, Inc. four year accumulation of ques- comment
on. the granting of
will sponsor the concert. Student tionnaires to draw on. Critiques, tenure."
admission $1.00.
^
MAJOR BARBARA, ' Bernard
Shaw's witty play involving the
Salvation Army, will open at the
Hartford Stage Company on F r i Michael Mermey '67 has an- Arab-Israeli relations, and the
day. Students may obtain tickets nounced the formation of a student ethnology of Bolivia and Peru.
tor $1.75 for Sunday matinees speakers bureau to send speakers Some of the "shows" to be given
and evenings, and Wednesday mat- from the campus to various or- will be gymnastic exhibitions, and
inees, Dec. 22 and Jan. 5.
ganizations in the Hartford area. movies from the 1930's.
HANDEL'S TWELVE CONCERTI The organization is being aided After the students are chosen,
GROSSI, OPUS 6 will be presented by Mrs. Constance Ware, assist- on the basis of subject interest,
at Carnegie Hall on December
ant director of the Office of Col- from those willing to participate,
22, 27 and 30 at 8:3O by Alexa brochure will be printed and
lege Relations,
ander Schneider and an orchestra
The bureau will consist of stu- mailed to many different types of
of the top free-lance musicians dents who have an ability to speak groups in the community.
in New York.
on any subject, not necessarily
"The Nutcracker" will appear at
Intellectual. Some of the subjects
Bushnell Memorial on December
presently considered are Zen
30. The Hartford Ballet will perBuddhism, Japanese ink pointing,
form this Tchaikovsky classic.
working with Indians In Alaska,

Concert, Ballet
Over Vacation

HI

Mary Gay and Mike Williams in "The Death of Bessie Smith"

•yt
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'Bessie Smith' Sellout
Production, 'Very
by Doug Cushman

Bill Bertman's all student production of Edward Albee's "The
Death of Bessie Smith" was, on the
whole, a very fine one. Playing
before sellout audiences, Mary
Gay and Mike Williams put on fine
performances and were supported
by an adequate cast, of Barry
Williams, Keith Hinch, William
Eaklns and Barbara Despres.
Mike was really the star. He is
a natural and, seemingly, unworried actor whose talents should be
used more often. Mary, who also is
very good, has the voice Inflections, but her facial expressions
and motions were just unnatural

Student Speakers Bureau

enough to make one aware that she
is acting.
Of the latter, Bill Eaklns was the
best. But he has a tendency to
overplay his role. The remaining
players lack experience, and it
showed.
Bill in directing the play handled
himself very well. My only complaint is that he brought it up too
fast. He should have, spent more
time on individual scenes, e s pecially the first and the last.
But for a first time he did very
well.
Certainly he proved that the idea
of student productions should be
considered and expanded. No one
has to be embarrassed about anything.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products

\ JIM XAVIER iCh.E.)

Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & D e l i v e r y

Service

7 A.M. y 10 P.M. Weekdays - 8 A.M. - 10 P.M. Sundays

THE ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER,!nc
Newest and Finest in New England

\

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toatt, Coffea

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast

65c

99c

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
2- HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
3-SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
•
f OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
6- BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
1.55
-?5
1.55
1.25
1.55

FOR 75<f MORE-SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

THIS IS WHAT
YOU LOOK FOR
IN A SPORT JACKET
You want individuality . . .
something in color or pattern
that looks as though it took a
bit of searching to find . . . yet
is in unquestioned good taste.
You will find it in the rich
heather tones of our imported
Irish Tweed sport jackets . . .
gold, blues, olive and russet
browns in medium and wide
herringbones, crowsfoot patterns and heather mixes in
hopsack weave. And you will
wear it comfortably in our own
natural shoulder model with
welted edges. A superb sport
jacket, $52.00.

T~ '
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Other Jackets from $40
Sizes 35-44 including extra longs

I of the '62 Bethlehem
| "Loop" Course is an
| engineer at our Sparrows
1 Point, Md. plant—biggest
1 in the world. He's typical
| of young men on the move
| at Bethlehem Steel.
,
1 Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
| plant operations, research, .
| sales, mining, accounting,
| and other activities.
I For detailed information,
I pick up a copy of our
I booklet, "Careers with
| Bethlehem Steel and the
| Loop Course," at your
| Placement Office.
J
I
I

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

s

AT ALL ROGERS FEET STORES:

NEW YORK • BOSTON • HARTFORD • WASHINGTON

{ BETHLEHEM
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Working late In a Jones Hall cell
or an empty room, my courses
left maybe two feet away, a pack
of cigarettes maybe a foot closer
so a drag Is taken before the
room starts shaking with the ringa-ling of the telephone. Somebody
Recent discussion has pointed up the fact that stu- on the other end of the line talks
like he's wearing a brown unident-administrative relations are facing a vastly different form
and a shiny badge and tells
problem than they were a few years ago. Instead of a lack me that there Is a chair on fire
of communication there now seems to be too much com- or mustard on the door of Wilmunication.
liams Memorial or water on the
It used to be that administrators made rules and pol- floor of Woodward. That someicy for students, and they were either accepted or pro- body's sick and squirming on the
tested. Slowly students and administrators felt the need Teddy Roosevelt - Flavel Sweeten
plaque In the Long Walk
for more direct communication, students arguing that they Luther
(3/16 of a mile). Or that a Volksshould have some say in the rules under which they had - wagen just drove past his window
to live. They also felt that they should be able to suggest and up the stairs of Jarvis Towers
changes and improvements in the institution.
before he could get the license
Sympathetic administrators have started listening to plate number. Or that some comstudents and seriously looking into their ideas. They have
started consulting other administrators who look further
into the ideas. Meanwhile, the students expect some action
on their proposals. Administrators who seemed enthusiastic
and encouraging at first, however, run into problems. As munlst-type-student-person lias
they talk over the ideas more and more, the people they thrown cherry bombs In Mather
talk to have objections or find more problems. In fact, 'Hall and he thinks that he knows
it seems they even have a problem deciding who is in who did it because the bombs
had beards and there is a pinkocharge of what problems.
shower-leaver-oner on the soccer
In the final analysis it appeal's that too many people team. So I say allrlght and say
are involved in making decisions, because being totally I'll check It and put on my Jacket
understanding and sympathetic involves consulting almost and head on down the Long Walk
everybody. Everybody has to be told beforehand what ev- (3/16 of a mile, 1878).
erybody else is doing and has to be asked to comment. It's about four and the wind-whipThis requires a lot of time; more time, perhaps, than it's ping and the chapel steaming neath
the moon. I meet a fella returning
worth.
New York, Just off the milk
The other major problem when it comes to making from
train, been down in the Bowery
decisions, and this has been a problem for a much longer talking Spanish on doorsteps gettime, is money. The fact confronting all college administra- ting psyched up for- a paper he
tors (and one which idealistic students find hard to accept has due this week. That makes
when they pay a relatively high tuition) is that some col- sense.
leges have more money than others and that as one of
I get down the walk a bit fur; "the others" we are tighter when it comes down to the ther and yep, sure enough, somebody's thrown mustard on Williams
dollar.
Somebody around here
The answer appears obvious: less people and more Memorial.
must be going out of his mind. And
money. Unfortunately, it is not that easy.
a little later, over in Woodward,

Decisions

Sold Out

• /

Congratulations are in order for the cast and director
of "The Death of Bessie Smith" for the wonderful show
they put on two nights last week. Both shows were sold
out and the majority of comments made after the shows
were highly favorable.
The Jesters : workshop program has consistently
brought vitality and spontaneity in the dramatic activities
on this campus and we hope that they will continue to
direct their enthusiasm and interest toward these productions. The three major productions which are performed
by the Jesters during the school year leave a definite gap
in dramatic activity which can only be filled by student
workshops.
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yep, sure enough, there's water on
the floor. The roof is leaking no
doubt. Somebody around here must
be going out of his mind.
It's about four and the wind whipping and the chapel steaming and
I get In Mather Hall and yep, sure
enough, there are ashes all over
the place. Those cherry bombs
cracked a couple of cigarette urns.
The man in the brown uniform
was right: pinkos around here —
somebody must be going out of
his mind. Freshman class too
diversified. But it would have
charmed your heart; it was Just
like the Battle of Britain. Everybody in Mather -- even at four
in the morning — seemed happy.
They were sweeping and mopping
and Jigging to the Jukebox and
watching,, some old Lloyd Nolan
films on the TV. The whole world
seems like one big bag of tunes
, sometimes — and that's a pretty
thought at four In the morning
with the Wind whipping and Lloyd
Nolan in "The Story of the F.B.I."
prancing around with Ma Barker
or somebody. That makes sense.
I headed back to my room suddenly remembering a hour test
I had at 8:30. And I sat there
with my courses maybe two feet
away, a pack of cigarettes maybe
a foot closer so a drag is taken
before the room starts shaking
with the ring-a-ling of the telephone. Somebody on the other end
of the line talks like he's wearing
a brown uniform and a shiny badge
and tells me "Teh, tch" I forgot
the guy sick and squirming on the
Teddy Roosevelt-Flavel Sweeten
Luther plaque in the Long Walk
(3/16 of a mile). So I say allright and say that I'll check it
out and put on my jacket and head
on down the Long Walk (3/16 of
a mile, 1878).
I get there and this guy tells me
that he .was run over by a Volkswagen that disappeared somewhere
up in Jarvis. That makes sense.

More Ideas, Less Ice
by T. Richard Franklin
One could hardly believe that the
president of any liberal arts college could want to think of himself as the "captain of a ship,"
as this observer has heard all too
often in recent weeks. Of course,
any institution needs direction,
leadership. But in any democratic
society, as we have in this country,
citizens are taught that their worth
and value is as an individual and
that creativity comes from free
expression In a free and open community. Likewise, institutions, like
Trinity, within democratic society
have the obligation to carry forward the concept of the Integrity
of the individual.
Most would agree Trinity fills
this role: it encourages students
to take responsibility and offer
creative solutions to community
problems. It does not Insist that an
authority at the top has the right
to intercede in the free interchange
of ideas nor with the Individual or
collective decisions of students.
We are fortunate that those at the
top respect the needs, desires,
and integrity of students, for this
is the essence of democratic society. Executives in government
and administrations in the colleges
are there to perform a function;
to provide citizens a formal structure for administrative details,
and not to make the decisions which
the entire community In a democratic society is expected to make.
Democracy places a great deal of
responsibility upon the Individual.

each member of the community
must be permitted to experience
his own worth and value as an
individual. Secondly, every Individual must be free from Intimidation of even the most subtle in
character. And thirdly, students
must be free to make decisions
THEMSELVES, once again, without intimidation. They must be
respected for the decisions they
make, even if they come into conflict with those in the seat of
authority -- for this is the essence of democratic society —
that people are capable of making
decisions for themselves.
Does Trinity live up to this? Without question. We are lucky at
Trinity to have an atmosphere
where people are respected as

'COMMENT'''

Then he asks me if I am Bob
Stepto and if 1 would write a nice
controversal-type article for the
TRIPOD. I then realize that somebody around here must be going
out of his mind.
I took him home and took myself home. My courses are maybe
two feet away and my pack ol
cigarettes maybe a foot away.
The room starts shaking with the
ring-a-ling of the telephone and I
jump up and run like hell — after
a quick beer,

Letters To
the Editor
To the Editor:
After seeing the copy of the
letter which was written to me
in your "Letters to the Editor"
section, December 7 issue, I wish
to express to you my concern.
It happens that the letter to me
was written at my request. The
writer had expressed some of
his views to me personally about
the parking problems at Trinity.
I asked him to articulate his
thoughts because, as I informed
him, I wanted to send them oh
to a committee which was wrestling with various complexities
of the whole matter of parking
at Trinity. My office submitted
copies of his letter to each of
the members of the committee along with suggestions of
other students from whom I had
requested Information. It was my
intention that the committee have
the benefit of student thinking about
the problem since so much thought
is going Into It, There will be
results which we hope will meet
some of the needs and desires of
students in a community where a
burgeoning building program results in space being at a premium.
F. Gardiner F. Bridge
Director of Student Affairs

Corrections
Last week's TRIPOD contained
a number of errors due primarily
to the fact that an editorial board
change left us in the usual yearly
mess.
410 pints of blood were pledged,
not 10, in the recent blood drive;
Alex Levy Is in the class of '67,
not '6.
Martin Gall '66 was the writer
of the letter to Mr. Bridge on the
parking problem. His name was
omitted inadvertantly. The letter
was forwarded to us by Mr. Gall,
as a letter to the Editor.

Mr. Edward T. Coll is the president
and founder of the Hartford
individuals and where students and
faculty are fortunate to have the Revitallzation Corps.
freedom from pressure that large
universities often place on them. Peter Greene '69, not Timothy
We should be indeed grateful to Greene, and also Leighton Smith
the cross-currents of ideas, and '69 were elected to the TRIPOD
the
challenge provided by a staff in the recent elections.
creative community of scholars.
We were thankful last vacation, I
am sure, for the unique opportunity we have to grow and mature in
a community where faculty and
students -- their feelings and
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity has
needs -- are considered before the elected
its officers for the winextraneous,
like bricks and ter term.
They are: Lawrence
mortar.
B. Henriques '66, president; AlWe are especially lucky to have exander H. Levi '67, vice presia president — as I began -- who dent; John J. Sjoholm '67, treasis responsive to the community. urer; George R. Sommer, Jr. '67,
Thus there are a number of pre- One can but only respect a man corresponding secretary; James
independent men, yet men con- who has the personal integrity
Purdy '67, recording secrescious of their obligations to other to admit error to student leaders, H.
tary;
waiter B. Harriman '67,
men -- all of which is essential and who can ireely express Ms historian;
M. Gaines '66,
in a educational system designed desire to maintain the integrity chaplain; Richard
C. Vogel '67
to continue and promote the demo- of student government. Most col- sergeant atHarvey
arms; Gerald H. Jagcratic system.
leges are indeed less fortunate gers '67, steward; John A. KaThe first, as noted above, is that in this respect.
taja '67, house chairman.

Phi Kappa Psi
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Later Fraternity Hours
Passed by IFC, Senate
Among recent actions, the Inter- an extension of hours for women
fraternity Council submitted a rec- in fraternities on Saturday night.
ommendation to the Senate, which This extension would be given
was passed last week, proposing on the same trial basis as the
extension for dorm hours.
Instead of a fraternity's asking
Dean Heath's permission for such
an extension, this proposal would
make the lengthening of hours
automatic, the same chaperone
Dr. Robert Foulke, chairman of system to apply. Dr. Jacobs is
the Faculty Lecture Committee, at present considering this proannounced this week that a small posal.
group of students will have the
The LF.C, led by President Aropportunity to meet and talk with nold Schwartzman '65, is awaiting
the resident lecturer, Mr. Con- the results of a survey on rushing
stantinos Doxiadis, during- this procedure conducted to the Sophoweek of residence, March 7-11, more class before deciding on any
As head of Doxiadis Associates recommendations in this area.
Meanwhile, Schwartzman reand the School of Ekistics at the
Athens Technical Institute, Mr, ports, a number of houses "are
Doxiadis has spent many years subtly impllmenting some of the
as a consultant "regional and cul- changes proposed by Dr. Htggins.
tural" planner throughout the
In Schwartzman's view, Higgin's
world.
proposals basically call for inThe faculty committee disclosed creased participation in college
that Mr. Doxiadis looks forward life by the fraternities and a greatenthusiastically to close contact er degree of power to be wielded
with students during his stay on by the I.F.C. The President of
campus.
the I.F.C. is of the opinion that,
Therefore, the committee has to some degree, these demands
planned time for a seminar with are being met.
Schwartzman predicted that Vera small group of students interested in his field, noted Dr. Foulke, non Street will be "more opened
Dr. Foulke added that the com- up next semester." As an example
mittee will sponsor a seminar of but one phase of this increased
to meet three or four times in involvement, several fraternities
February to help prepare the group are planning to house seminars
of students for several afternoons during the Trinity term.
with Mr. Dox:adis.
The Inter fraternity organization
planned at least one or two
The Committee Chairman pointed has
big
events
in each month during
out that Mr. Doxiadis' interests do second semester,
commented
not rest solely with urban planning Schwartzman. Headingtheslate
is
and architecture but extend to cul- an all-college weekend which has
tural planning — how to create tentatively been scheduled for late
communities designed for people. April, I.F.C. member Robert Dunn
Mr. Doxiadis has thus Interjected '65 emphasized that the Council
humanist values into what has or- will be interested in finding one
dinarily been a specialized field. or two good groups to entertain,
"it would be appropriate, for ex- rather than a number of mediocre
ample, for Mr. Doxiadis to ap- ones.
proach the type of question of how
to plan for the-'ftitjixe needs of the
entire Northeastern United States
region one of the Committee noted.
The applicationsforthe NewsSince the seminar will be limited
paper Fund Summer Internto afford close contact, Interested
ship Scholarship for Journalstudents have been asked to sign
ism are in the Placement
up on a sheet outside of Dr.
Office.
Foulke's office, Seabury 01-A.

Doxiadis To Hold
Seminar Series

New Barbie ri Fellows named-Oiga Raguso (left) and Francesco Lodge (center), wife of former
Connecticut governor John Lodge (2nd from left) stand with Dr. Arthur Hughes and Dr. Michael
Campo as they are honored by the Barbieri Center.

Praise from Florence

Campo Making Dante Film

Ill

Following one of the first cultural programs of the Cesare
Barbieri Center of Italian Studies
here, the prefect of Florence, Italy
wrote, "Untertakings like those of
your center contribute to the
strengthening and. bettering of the
relationship between the United
States and Italy, and between our
two cities."
Dr. Michael R. Campo, center
director cited this and other
achievements of the Center in
predicting continuing service
•through such cultural programs
and through the "Cesare Barbieri
Courier", and an upcoming documentary fllm on the life of Dante.
The center was created in the
fall of 1958 with a gift of $100,000
from the Cesare Barbieri Endowment, established by the late
Cesare Barbieri, a distinguished
inventor, engineer, and patron of
higher
education and culture in
I
m!,y and l n t h e United States.
The first offering was an Italian
music symposium, presented with
the music department in February,
1959, presenting noted experts and
composers of Italian music.
™e center followed with an exMMtion of the paintings and drawings of the Florentine artist Lucianoof Guarnie,
for which the pre™ Flore nce sent his praise.
The most recent presentation of
Hie Center was a December 4
lecture by Professor Erik Sjoqulst,
U)-director of the Princeton archaeological Expedition to Sicily,
™n flims from one of the Sicily
, excavations.
Now in the making is a color
r« ,?" D a n t e a n d t h e "Divine
comedy , probably the first such
report ateon the
poet. John Dando,
wn,wl Pr,ofessor of English, is
<

Campoonthe

which should premiere
^ next spring. Robert Ebinger
»< and Paul Draper '66 are also
and Q ^a l, ont ht eh ye film - F ° r •» y ^ r
Zten a i Wood p a«ave
been filming
nel
illum? ?
Paintings and
^ l fh centur
"^"scripts
from the
M
iUt
f U(c e n t u ry- Ma
«y insUtninc
i ling the Vatican Liarid t h e B r l t l s h
Museum,
the C e n t e r
Permission
S f t h
t0

fs

the
mm was last
celebration of the 700th

^ °PfDante
's blrth
" The
ented
four
lecres

,

rare » on ? w i t h a n exhibition of
"Divin o S t r a t e d ed «lons of the
2
Comedy." m addition the
P 0 1 S o r e ( 1 a student art
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for
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-IC\ said that the contest
nineteen entrants and hopes
another student art competi-

tion, perhaps even a regular competition.
The relatively small number of
Italian students limits student activity in the Center, Dr. Campo
said he welcomes the interested
or curious at his (and the Center's)
office in- Seabury 46A. Students
are active on the CESARE BARBIERI COURIER, notably in illustrating. Richard Tuttle '64 has
contributed considerably to the
art work in the COURIER, Dr,
Campo noted.
The Courier is one of the Center's biggest and best-known projects. Published twice a year, the
Courier is one of only three journals on Italian studies in the United
States. It, ilke the Center, is in
its eighth year.
Dr, Campo offers sample copies
in limited quantity to students
requesting them. The Courier has
450 subscribers in six or seven
countries as well as copies going
to 90 university libraries.
Of the Courier, Professor and
author Sergio Pacifici of City College of New York wrote, "The
Cesare Barbieri Courier is probably one of the liveliest, most
informed and stimulating little
magazines published in this country. Its timely essays on Italian
literature*, the arts, philosophy and
history, its excellent reviews of
current books, its exquisite translations from Italian classical
writers, make it Indispensable
reading for all Italianists and lovers of Italy."

The Center has also provided
scholarships to Italian students
for study at Trinity. Two students
who have studied here under this
programa are Giorgio Bonetti and
VincenzQ Mascagni, who have gone
on to advanced degrees and their
professions in Italy. In addition
Joseph Nardiello studied in Italy
for a year under a Center grant
three years ago. He is now teaching at Bulkeley High School and
will soon go on to graduate study.
The Chairman of the Center's
Board of Trustees is Arthur H.
Hughes, vice-president of the College and professor of modern lan" guages here. The eleven other
Trustees are members of the College community or noted business
men and doctors. Director Michael R. Campo, associate professor of modern languages, graduated from Trinity in 1948 and
received his masters and doctorate
from Johns Hopkins.
To honor men furthering the aims
of the Center, seven Fellows of
the Cesare Barbieri Center have
been named. Included are Manlio
Brosio, Secretary General of
NATO, Sergio Fenoaltea, Italian
Ambassador of the United States,
and Fllippo Donlni, director of
Two students of the College parthe Italian Institute of Culture ticipated recently in discussions
in London. Also a fellow is the on the topic "New Dimensions of
well known plastic surgeon Jer- War and Peace" at the 9th Annual
ome P. Webster. Recently named McGill Conference on World AfIs Thomas G. Bergin of Yale fairs.:
•
for his scholarship, translations,
Reginald DeConti '67 and Paul
and authorship of DANTE and other Stein '67, both government mabooks.
jors, along with Albert Gastmann,
assistant professor of government,
attended the conference held in
November at McGill University
in Montreal.
The conference, which was sponsored by the McGill Student Government Association, mainly focused its attention on the Afro• Asian nations, the so-called"Third
semester, the student must indi- World." It attempted to examine
cate whether he wishes to do this the Internal framework of conor not. If he does, he will still flict and instability In these nareceive numerical grades for all tions; the American, Russian, and
work done in the course, and a. Chinese policies to create stabilfinal numerical grade will be sent ity; and the efforts of the United
to the registrar. If the final numer- Nations to assist.
ical grade is 60 or above, the
registrar will record a pass for
Delegations from over fifty U.S.
the course on the student's trans- and Canadian colleges and univercript; if below 60, he will record sities attended the conference disa fail.
cussions, and informal seminars.
These lecturers included Lucian
4. A student will receive full
Pye, professor at M.I.T., speaking
credit for this course.
5. If a student elects to receive on "Roots of Instability", Samuel
pass or fail ln a course, this course Huntington, professor at Harvard,
will not be counted in computing on "Political Violence and Social
Change"; William Griffith, profeshis college average.
6. This plan is entirely optional. sor at Tufts, on "Chinese Designs
A student may or may not elect on Afro-Asia"; John Cautsky, professor at Washington University,
to take advantage of it.
It is expected that the CEP will on "Soviet Designs on Afro-Asia";
consider this proposal in the Spring Lincoln Blumfield on "The Future
along with other plans to modify of International Peace-Keeping*';
and change the grading system at and John Wendell Holmes on "The
Third World Canadian View."
Amherst.

Amherst Student Council
Proposes Pass-Fail Plan
The Amherst College Student
Council has submitted a proposal
to the Committee on Educational
Policy which would allow junior
and seniors to take one course
each semester for which they would
receive a grade of either pass or
fail.
The purpose of the plan Is to
enable upper classmen to take more
difficult courses than they would
normally take for fear of lowering their college average. The
plan, written and proposed by Steve
Cohen '67, follows:
1. Juniors and Seniors may elect
one course each semester for
which they will receive a recorded
grade on their transcript of either
pass or fail.
2. This course must be outside
of the student's major and may
not serve to satisfy any of the
Freshman or Sophomore distributional requirements.
3. Before the beginning of the

. t

'• journalism

McGill Goy't Association
Spongers'Affairs Parley
Paul Stein felt that the conference was "very stimulating" and
was impressed with most of the
speakers. He observed that the
only criticism which he had of
the conference was the tendency
of conference speakers to follow
U.S. State Department policy in
their presentations. Otherwise he
termed the conference as having
been "very well run."

Vemon Dorm
Site Too Small
On Friday afternoon, a studentadministration committee met with
members of the Jeter and Cook
firm, architects for the new dorm
planned at the College, to discuss
any problems of function and design from the College and student points of view.
The new dorm, like the South
Campus complex, will feature primarily four man, five room suites
with a living room and Individual
bedrooms. However at the meeting
the proposed site, between Alpha
Chi Rho and Alpha Delta Phi, was
found to be too small. Milton
Krlsiloff '66 pointed out to the
architects that, as designed, a
portion of the new dorm would run
into the ACR house. As a result
the, new dorm will now have to be
either redesigned or relocated.
Other members of the committee
are Dean Roy Heath, F. Gardiner
F. Bridge, Dean H. Kelsey,. Krtslloff, David E. Chanln '68, and
Alexandros G. Kairis '68.

!*'
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Freedom of Speech?
(The following article was
written by William E. Jackson, Jr. a doclorul candidate
in the Columbia University
Department of Public Law
and (iovernrnent)
Across the land, from Ohio to
North Carolina and from New Jersey to California, the real meanIng of academic freedom Is being
debated.
The controversy has become a
critical Issue In the politics of
several states and, Indeed, the
nation at large. The debate engages not only heretofore obscure
professors but governors, senators, and ex-presldentlal candidates. Academic freedom Is once
again a national issue.
Freedom of speech on college
and university campuses lias become inescapably Intertwined with
the broader question of freedom
to dissent In our society, and
for many Is linked to specific
movements or grievances: the
communist threat, civil rights,
Vietnam and The Dominican Republic, Berkeley.
In North Carolina, a "speakerban" law was hurriedly pushed
through the state legislature In the
closing hours of the 19G3 session. This unique law prohibits
"any known member" of the Communist Party, or anyone who has
Invoked the fifth amendment's protection against self-incrlmlnatlon
In loyalty Investigations, from
speaking on state-supported college and university campuses.
The proponents of the law were
motivated by diverse concerns,
ranging from anger over civil
rights demonstrations in the state
capital, participated In by some
U.iN.C. faculty and students to
general popular unrest over the
"liberal" teaching- at the state
University. One of the chief backers of the law, State Senator
Thomas White, has candidly commented; "I..don't, believe there's
a Communist...over there (Chapel Hill), but there might as well
be as long as the people think
there is. They need to reassure
people along this line."
A special commission appointed
by Democratic Governor. Dan
Moore has held public hearings
and Is now considering proposals .
to modify or repeal the law; Its
recommendations are due very
soon. The Southern Association
of Schools and Colleges has hinted at -withdrawing accreditation
unless control Is returned to the
trustees.
Such a law has been under consideration in the state legislatures
of Alabama, California, Florida,
Georgia, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Maryland. The
threat of this legislation or a
court ruling to the same effect,
is felt by college or university
administrators who, worried about
maintaining good relations with
state legislatures, can virtually
control the flow of speakers from
the outside.
'
j.
This danger Is Illustrated by
Ohio State's "gag rule" and modifications thereof,' which in effect
denied access to the campus to
any speaker not acceptable to the
administration. The President of
Ohio State, Novice Fawcett, bans
from campus anyone distasteful
to a faction of the trustees led
by former U.S. Senator John W.
Bricker.
However, a student protest movement led by the Free Speech Front
and Students for Liberal Action
appears to have been successful
this year. In August, the trustees
voted a rule change, which rests
final authority to invite speakers
in recognized studeijf groups and
faculty advisers, viM. no limitation on who may speak. A rebuttal
can be prescribed by the faculty
council.

But the years of struggle at rnont's main issue was his attack
U.N.C. and Ohio State have taken on Hughes for failure to demand
their toll In loss of faculty, both the dismissal of a Viet Cong
Incumbent and prospective. The sympathizer on the faculty of the
sense of alienation caused by an state university (Rutgers). Govatmosphere that stifles freedom ernor Hughes made it clear that
is currently portrayed by Pro- he disagreed strongly with the
fessor Eric Solomon, formerly views of Professor Genovese, but
of Ohio State, In THE ATLANTIC, that he also believed in freedom
November, 1965. Some three hun- of speech and a university free of
dred faculty members at the Uni- political interference.
versity of North Carolina have
Recently a subcommittee of the
signed a document saying they United States Senate projected itwill be impelled to seek posts self into the controversy on acaelsewhere If accreditation is lost. demic freedom. The Senate InThe most recent development In ternal Security subcommittee
the controversy was the failure staff, by direction of Democratic
of the Republican candidate for Senator Thorns J. Dodd of Congovernor In New Jersey, State necticut, published a report on
Senator Wayne Dumont, to defeat October 20th designed to show
Governor Richard J. Hughes In that the Vietnam protest movethe November 2nd election. Du- ment had been taken over by

"Communists and extremist elements."
Professors at several colleges
and universities were unfavorably
identified with teach-ins. The report contained much misleading
and false Information, especially
In regard to the University of
Colorado. Senator Dodd expressed
"regret" In a letter to the president of the university, but presumed to add; "I do fuel tliat there
is a situation on your campus
which calls for attention." The report had inferred Communist influence at Colorado.
What is at stake in these battles
is the RAISON D'ETRE of colleges and universities, what Dean
David Truman of Columbia College
has called "an unembarrassed intensity about matters of the in-

tellect, a hierarchy of respect...
for competence and imagination,'
an attachment to the fragile values
of civilization." To assert these
"fragile values" Is not to deny
the obligation of the colleges and
universities in this country to
provide responsible leadership.
Rather, it is to reaffirm this obligation. The soap box is not and
must not be a substitute for the
classroom. But the campuses oi
the nation must constantly warn
against the misguided search for
a static security. As Justice Douglas once said; "The fact Is that
security can only be achieved
through constant change... There
is only an illusion of safety in a
Maginot Line. Social forces like
armies can sweep around a fixed
(Continued on Page 8)

DODGEREBELLIONGIRL Watchers. Rejoice!
Prompted by a ground swell of collegiate enthusiasm (and to help eliminate long vigils
and scrambling for choice seats when she suddenly appears on TV), Dodge Division is
happy to publish Reb-Girl Pam Austin's complete schedule through January, 1966. Be
sure to watch the Rose and Orange Bowl games on New Year's Day. You'll see Pam in
a new color commercial introducing the fabulous fastback, Dodge Charger. And now
a word from your sponsor: Back to the books!

12 19. AFL Football. 2 Positions. NBC.
I 1. Rose Bowl. 3 Positions. NBC.
)'l.
Orange Bowl. 3 Positions. NBC.
1 2. Wackiest Ship. 1 Position. NBC.
1/3. Run For Your Life. 1 Position. NBC.
1/7. UNCLE. 1 Position. NSC.
18.
Senior Bowl. 2 Positions. NBC.
1 8. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions. Sports
Network.

1 10. Run Foi Your Life. 1 Position. NBC.
1 12. Chrysler Theater. 4 Positions. NBC.
1 13. Dean Martin. 1 Position. NBC.
1 14. UNCLE. 1 Position. NBC.
1 15. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions. Sports
Network.
1 15. AFL All-Star, 3 Positions. NBC.

1' 19. Hope Special. 3 Positions. NBC.
1 21. UNCLE. 1 Position. NBC.
1 22. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions. Sports

Network.
L27. Dean Martin. 1 Position. NBC.
1/28. UNCLE. 1 position. NBC.
1 29. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions. Sports

Network.

The DodgeRebellionGirl Watchers Club of America Wants You!
DODGE DIVISION

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

TTmgnAV.
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New Scoring Mark Reached
As 'Five' Crushes Brandeis

SLAP SHOT! Freshman Henry Barkausen, (17), goes for one
of his hot trick as the M.I.T. defense stand defenseless in
the 5-3 victory over M.I.T., there, Saturday. Fraser '68 and
Bushueff '69 tallied also. (Hatch Photo)

Icemen Skate to 5-3 Win
Barkhausen Scores TripL
Snow was falling hard as the Trinity hockey team combined aggressive play with some favorable
breaks to beat MIT in Cambridge
at Briggs Rink Saturday night by
a score of 5 to 3.
The game opened up quickly, as
both MIT and Trinity's Bruce Fraser '68 scored within four min-'
utes of the opening face-off. The
„ rest of the first .period was characterized by slow play, due to
the poor condition of the ice. A
close play on a- fast break by
Paul Bushueff '69 with a minute
left failed to score, and the period
ended in a l-l tie.
Trin exploded with three scores,
by Henry Barkhausen '69, Bushueff, and Barkhausen again,
in the second period to go ahead
4-1, but lost one, as Tech rallied
to score its second goal.
Sandy Tilney -68, the Bantam
goalie, managed' to stop several
shots that had "goal" written all
over them. Both teams looked bet\ Jer, as passing improved despite
the slow ice,
MIT scored in the third period,
ana for a while it looked as if the
game might still go either way.
«ut then Barkhausen rifled a shot
from the blue off-sides line that
round its way into the Tech net.

Fencers Toil'
Pace College;
Record at 2-0
With the foil team leading the way, •
rrinitys fencing team raised its
season record to 2-0 with a 16-11
win over p a c e College at home
°n Saturday.
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This score served a double function by putting the game on ice
.and giving Barkhausen the "hattrick."
In the last period, strong Trin
defensive work and accurate passing prevented any successful MIT
scoring attempts. The win was
the icemen's first of the year,
and their next match is not until
Jan. 15.

Back-to-back
basketball victories last week enabled the Trinity Bantams to extend their undefeated record to 4-0,, by upending
Williams and Brandeis.
Wednesday, Jim Belfiore led the
Bantams over Williams at Williamstown, 84-81. And Saturday,
Trin found little difficulty in crushin Brandeis, 111-85, cracking the
single-game high-scoring- record
of 109 points established last Saturday against Middlebury.
Belfiore led the game's scorers
against Brandeis with 22 points.
However, as in last week's game
against Middlebury, a team effort was Trln's secret to success.
Five Bantam players broke into
double figures as Ed Landes r e corded 14 points, - Don Overbeck
'and sophomore Jim Stuhlman
gained 12 points apiece, and "Flip"
Hickey scored 10 points.
Overbeck and Belfiore together
scored nine points to set off a
Trin rally of 12 consecutive points,
giving the Bantams a 19-6 lead at
the game's seven minute mark. At
the- end of the first quarter the
lead was extended to 31-12.
With ten minutes remaining in
the half, Coach Shults began to
use his reserves freely. They
rallied together to gain a 57-35
lead at halftime.
The second half was a replay of
the first. The fast-breaking Trinity quintet rolled to a 24 point
advantage by the end of the third
quarter, 88-64.
Again the Trinity bench found
plenty of action in the half's
last ten minutes, managing to
maintain their considerable lead,
and, In addition, break the college's high scoring record. The
final score was 111-85.
This Wednesday the Bantams
found their competition a bit tougher, defeating Williams. ,by only
84-81. Again five men scored over
10 points, as Belfiore led the
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game's scorers with 23 points.
The Ephman's Bill Drummond
scored 22 points and Jay Healey
collected 21. Trin's sophomore
Bob Gutzman gained 15 points,
Ed Landes, 14, and Don Overbeck,
13 points.
The Bantams played nip-and-tuck
ball in the opening ten minutes
of the ganie before they were able
to break away to a 45-33 half time
lead.
In the second half, the Ephmen
found the range and slowly closed
the gap. With four seconds showing on the clock, Williams had
whittled the score 82-81, and in
a desperate attempt to get the
ball, the Ephmen fouled Mike Hick-

Swimmers Win
First 2 Meets
Recording their second win in
as many meets, Trinity's swimming team defeated Coast Guard
51-44 at Trowbrldge Memorial
pool this Saturday, as Dave Tyler
and Bill Bacon had two victories
apiece.
Tyler took first in the 500-yard
freestyle and the 22-yard butterfly, while Bacon recorded wins in
the 100-yard freestyle and the
200-yard backstroke. Both athletes
also swam in the medley relay,
which the Bantams won. Bacon set
a New England record In the 100yard backstroke at 56.5 seconds.
Earlier in the week, the Bantams
defeated W.P.L, 65-20. In this
contest, Bacon broke a W.P.I,
pool record in the. 200-yard back- Scoreboard shows final 5J
stroke and tied the 60-yard free- 44 tally which the powerful
style, while' Tyler broke the pool
' record by 16 seconds in the 200- Trin mermen rolled up over
the Coast Guard middies in
yard butterfly.
The team Jaees K.P.I, this Wed- the TroWbridge Memorial pool
nesday at home.
here, Saturday.
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The junior siiarpshooter stepped
to the line and sank both halves
of the one-and-one situation to
assure the Bantams their third
victory of the young campaign.
In a radio Interview after the
game, Coach Robie Shults praised
both Hickey and Belfiore for their
fine, heads-up play in the waning
moments of the close ball game.
"Those Buckley boys know what
to do when it counts, and this
should be a tremendous help to the
squad in ball games that go down
to the wire."
Union is the next opponent, and
they are scheduled to be at Trinity tonight at 8;15. On Friday the
Bantams travel to New London
to face the Coast Guard Academy,
also at 8:15 p.m.
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Rlck Kuehn won aI1 t h r e e

01

Ms bouts, while Captain Leif
Melchlor went 2-1. Wilson Kury
*an his string of epee victories
o five with two wins yesterday. At

adriifTtlme

Harr

yWood.newlv

added to the sabre team, had
mree wins.
The win was an Important one for
"?, Bantams and could be an indication of a good season, for the
£ace squad had only lost one of
Weir first five contests,
mo* « . t e a m s w e r e more evenly
matched than the score indicated, .
as 12 of the 27 bouts were decided
J L 5 " 4 s c ° r e s , eight,of which
Trinity won.
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turning with one of its best a r guments of the debate. The PLAYBOY bunny was a symbol. Wash(Continued from Page 1) . '
ington was also a symbol. WesThough twenty percent of the leyan was arguing that Washingtotal audience was female (two ton was an out-dated symbol. "And
girls), the sex-inclined debate ran. in this manner of symbols, we
hot and heavy. In fact, Wesleyan's would like to remind our opponent
best early argument wasn't In the that George Washington inspired
actual things they said but rather a monument which, along with
in the manner with which they the maypole, is' one of our nasaid them: "you're keeping abreast tion's best..." (the rest of the
of the situation," "let's bring ev- quote was obliviated by laughter).
erything from under the covers."
Then the Bantams supported
Next the Wesleyan team tore Washington as a symbol which repinto . the modern sex-minded so- resents the feminine side of the
ciety,, "Washington is no longer argument also; military man, farepresentative of the people. THE mily man, virility - "oh, lie had
MAKING OF A PRESIDENT is a several mistresses, but nobody's
best-seller, the Church is not perfect."
against love, and the NEW YORK
Obviously the home team was
TIMES supports abortion."
building a persuasive front. WesTrinity took little time In r e - leyan liad one last point - the

Debating...

"George Washington will be
a winner compared to her" retorted a Trinity debator when
Wes/eyan introduced the above
as evidence of their conservative thinking with regard to
replacing Washington with
the PLAYBOY bunny on the
dollar bill.

killer - to throw on the heap;
the dollar bill already has two
sets of bunny ears, a step in
the right direction. The new bill
would replace spider webbing designs with garters..,"A more elastic currency."
"Wouldn't the Playboy bunny enhance inflationary attitudes?" the
negative asked.
"There would be international
tension. May I ask you gentlemen
again. What's the best way of r e lieving tension?" Wesleyan countered.
Stein and Duckworth were interested in exactly how much of the
bunny would be on the dollar bill..
"Just a "bust?"
"All relevant parts," Wesleyan
replied.
"It Is clear which parts seem
relevant to the affirmative." The

answer here seems to be: "Enlarge the money or reduce the
bunny."
"Playboy pink" - Wesleyan.
"Money shortage through hoarding." - Trinity.
"A new bunny every month." .
Wesleyan.
"Bunny money, bunny money"
- Trinity.
"A Trinity student can't drovra
...campus is too dry." -Wesleyan.
"Unconstitutional..." - Trinity,
Though Trinity cleaned up the
afternoon's honors, the argument
seemed still a long way from resolved and one which would recur
frequently. But one thing was obvious, one thing was definite...
snow storm or not, it was a very
WARM debate, (If the Trinity debators can use crummy puns, then
so can the reporter).

The Company's first engine, the Wsisp, took
to the nir on M<iy 5, 1926. Within n year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to sm;ish existing records anil set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying nirfrnmes and pilots higher,
farther, nnd faster than they had ever gone
before.

Foreign Student
At Coffee Hour

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way ns the Wasp had done in the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-t6-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58powcred Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF3O-powered F - l l l variablegeometry fighter aircraft.

Jit Seng Khoo. '6/7, a foreign
student from Indonesia will speak
about his country at a coffee
hour In the Trumbull Room of
tl\e Watkinson Library Monday,
January 10 at 4:15 p.m.
Coffee hours on this format, at
which a foreign student speaks on
Ills native land, have been conducted since October, under the
auspices of the Watkinson Library.
Students from England, the Gambia, and Norway have spoken at
the meetings.
Refreshments are served at the
discussions, followed by an informal talk about Ills country by
the guest of honor with open discussion afterwards.
These discussions have been most
interesting- and rewarding, but few
students seem to know of them,
said Mrs. Marian Clarke, librarian of the Watklusou Library. She
emphasized that both students and
faculty are welcome to take part.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS

PROJECTED GROWTH

RECORD OF STABILITY

I

Freedom...
(Continued from Page 6)
position and make In untenable."
Some Ideas do have durability,
however. The Framers of The
Constitution were not afraid for
men to be free. Today we should
be as confident as Jefferson was
When he said in his First Inaugural
Address; "If there be any among
us who would wish to dissolve this
Union or to change Its republican
form, let them stand undisturbed
as monuments of the safety with
which error of opinion may be
tolerated where reason is left,
free to combat it."

HAIRCUTS
to enhance your
looks and f i t
YOUR
PERSONALITY

TOMMY'S

BARBER

!

(No dip in technical population
| for the last quarter
of 'A century)
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Future

Take a look at the. above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as the major reason for the Company's continued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring .the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment. . . all opening
up new avenues of exploration, in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, hu .
already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL . CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY
• CERAMICS . MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your -college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner. Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Near Broad Street
.

li-Minute Walk From
Field House

•.

Pratt & Whitney fiircraft

u

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
AIRCF

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS LAST HAHI'FORjl .OONNECTICU1
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BtACH. FLORIDA
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